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Exhibit 15 Example of Plagiarized Light 

 

 

 

Mainstream physics invokes the ubiquitous transverse wave or a series of discrete 

particles called ‘photons’ to simulate the mediator of light. Neither is deemed to be 

physical. The establishment widely admits that these are mere mathematical abstractions. 

The Plaintiffs’s originality consists, then, in proposing for the first time in history that 

light consists of torsions propagating along a physical elongated medium that spans the 

distance between and binds any two atoms. They further hypothesize that this mediator 

takes on the architecture of a helical DNA-like rope. [Ergo: The Rope Hypothesis].  

The Defendants plagiarized not only the mechanisms, but the expressions Plaintiffs used 

to describe the architecture of light, placing synonyms in strategic locations to mask their 

deception. 

 

Plaintiffs [The Mediator of Light] 

“I will assume that light is a DNA-

like entity, comprised of two anti-

parallel strands twined around 

each other… Light takes on a 

DNA-like configuration… a two-

strand rope. The electric thread is 

twined around and runs anti-

parallel to the magnetic thread… the two strands of a taut rope naturally run at 90º to 

each other and coil around an imaginary axis. The torsion signal has no choice but to 

travel rectilinearly along this taut medium… when you twist a taut rope…” B. Gaede, 

WGDE (2000/2008) p. 195 

 

“under the rope model of light, the threads that comprise the rope have their origins in 

every atom in the universe… the Universe is interconnected by threads… countless EM 

threads crisscrossing the cosmos” p. 196 
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Defendants [The Mediator of Light] 

“the mechanical visualization 

proposed… A Physical, Object-

Based Model of the Photon… 

We illustrate… tiny radial 

filaments… these helically 

entwined filamentary extensions… which we illustrate as a filament extending from the e-

shell’s surface… To visualize light, and later gravity, [it] is useful to illustrate… helically 

entwined filaments… torsion of the interconnection… the interatomic helix… the helical 

interconnection… The photon… can be thought of as entwined… filaments... Light is thus 

imagined as a… torsional deformation of the thinned, elastic tails … a helical 

interconnecting structure… 

Note: This idea… was initially inspired by… Gaede’s “Rope Hypothesis…” 

A. Bendebury, M. DeLay, What is a Photon? What is Light?, February 22, 2020. 

“an interconnecting structure… is responsible for mediating that invisible phenomenon… 

of light and gravity...  So what is the structure, the shape, of this mediator…?”                 

A. Bendebury, M. DeLay, Why Is Light Speed Limited?, February 21, 2020. 

Exhibit 13 All Articles Demystifying Blog 

 

In 2018/2019, before the Defendants founded their professional Biospintronics LLC, they 

published Physics articles at their amateur site titled the Art of Rational Science in which 

they referenced Plaintiffs’ material in five of their articles. 

See:[ https://issuu.com/artofrationalscience ]  

 

Also uploaded at: https://ropehypothesis.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Exhibit-12-

Micky-ISSUU-Articles.pdf 

 

In the article labeled as “Electromagnetism”  

 

https://issuu.com/artofrationalscience/docs/electromagnetism_2208054ff14458  

 

and titled “A physical mechanism for electricity, magnetism, and chemical bonding”, 

reference # 15 reads: Gaede, B. Why God Doesn’t Exist (ViNi, 2008) 

 

The Defendants add the following note: 

 

“The author wishes to acknowledge Bill Gaede for first identifying that a the [sic] 

“electron” was a reification of electrical accounting and not sufficient cause for electric 

phenomena. Although Mr. Gaede’s Rope Hypothesis contains significant problems for 

rational science, his initial reasoning concerning the physical nature of electricity, 

magnetism, and chemistry were of inestimable value in preparing this manuscript.” 

 

 

https://ropehypothesis.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Exhibit-13-All-Articles-Demystifying-Blog.pdf
https://issuu.com/artofrationalscience
https://ropehypothesis.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Exhibit-12-Micky-ISSUU-Articles.pdf
https://ropehypothesis.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Exhibit-12-Micky-ISSUU-Articles.pdf
https://issuu.com/artofrationalscience/docs/electromagnetism_2208054ff14458
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The entire article talks about physical interconnectivity between atoms. It is no different 

than the material contained in and peppered throughout the articles and videos introduced 

by the Defendants in their professional Demystifying Science site and Youtube channels 

other than the omission of references to Plaintiffs’ work. 

 

 

 

On May 13, 2019, the Defendants also published at their Art of Rational Science site an 

article titled ‘Light and Gravity’:  

 

https://issuu.com/artofrationalscience/docs/light_and_gravity_61c3ef39c0a30e  

 

[Also at: 

 

https://ropehypothesis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/LightAndGravity.pdf ] 

 

 

The article reads: 

 

“Herein, light is proposed as torsion along an interatomic photogravitational filament 

(Fig 2A), following from and in alternative to Mr. Gaede’s initial “rope” hypothesis of 

atomic extensions in 20086.” 

 

Reference # 6:  Gaede, B. Why God Doesn’t Exist. (ViNi, 2008). 

 

 

The Defendants added nothing new to the physical interconnection hypothesis and simply 

restate the seminal theory which they discovered in the Plaintiffs’ copyrighted book titled 

Why God Doesn’t Exist.  

 

Synthesizing, Plaintiffs propose for the first time in the history of Physics that: 

 

1. Any two atoms in existence are physically connected by an elongated mediator. 

2. The interconnecting mediator has a twisted, helical architecture similar to DNA or a 

rope. 

3. Light consists of torsions propagating along this twisted mediator. 

4. The expansion and contraction of atoms bound to the physical mediator induces these 

torsion signals.  

 

  

Indeed, in their Business Insider article, the Defendants explain that they obtained the 

information in their professional website articles from their amateur site… 

 

“To find clients, we harvested the ideas we'd already written about for our website…” 

https://issuu.com/artofrationalscience/docs/light_and_gravity_61c3ef39c0a30e
https://ropehypothesis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/LightAndGravity.pdf
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https://www.businessinsider.com/how-couple-furloughed-turned-science-website-into-

viable-business-2020-4  

 

https://www.businessinsider.com/how-couple-furloughed-turned-science-website-into-viable-business-2020-4
https://www.businessinsider.com/how-couple-furloughed-turned-science-website-into-viable-business-2020-4

